This memo describes a set of extensions for supporting generic policy based admission control in RSVP. 1 This document does not advocate particular policy control mechanisms; however, a recommendation for a mechanism built on top of these extensions can be found in LPM].
1 Introduction RSVP, by its de nition, discriminates between users, by providing some users with better service at the expense of others. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that RSVP be accompanied by mechanisms for controlling and enforcing access and usage policies. Historically, when RSVP Ver. 1 was developed, the knowledge and understanding of policy issues was in its infancy. As a result, Ver. 1 of the RSVP Functional Speci cations RSVPSP] left a place holder for policy support in the form of POLICY DATA objects. However, it deliberately refrained from specifying mechanisms, message formats, or providing insight into how policy enforcement should be carried out. This document is intended to ll in this void.
The current RSVP Functional Speci cation describes the interface to admission (tra c) control that is based only on resource availability (capacity). In this document we describe a set of extensions to RSVP for supporting policy based admission control as well, in one atomic operation. The scope of this document is limited to these extensions; a discussion of accounting and access control policies for resource reservation protocols can be found in Arch] and a recommendation for a mechanism built on top of these extensions can be found in LPM].
Policy Data Object Format
The following replaces section A.13 in RSVPSP]:
2.1 Base Format POLICY DATA class=14
Type 1 POLICY DATA object: Class=14, C-Type=1
The o set in bytes of the data portion (from the rst byte of the object header). 
The contents of policy elements is opaque to RSVP and its internal format is only known to the Policy Control (PC) module (see LPM]).
Policy Data Options
The following objects could appear as options in POLICY DATA objects: 2.2.1 RSVP Objects FILTER SPEC object (list) This list represent the set of senders associated with the POLICY DATA object. If none is provided, the policy information is assumed to be associated with all the ows of the session. RSVP HOP Object The RSVP HOP object uses the same format as RSVP's neighboring node identi er, however, in policy objects it has a slightly di erent meaning. Here, it identi es the neighbor/peer policy-capable node that constructed the policy object. When policy is enforced at border nodes, the peer policy-capable node may be several RSVP hops away.
INTEGRITY Object
The INTEGRITY object Bak96], provides guarantees that the object was not compromised. 2 2 In this document, we do not de ne the algorithm for computing the INTEGRITY value. However, in order to guarantee that the policy is associated with the correct ow/reservation, it may be necessary to perform the computation over other RSVP objects like SESSION, FILTER SPEC list, etc.
Policy Options
Fragmentation Option
This is required and present only in POLICY DATA fragment objects (allowing RSVP to distinguish them from unfragmented or token objects). The only current format is: { Length = 4, no variable length.
This option is present when semantic fragmentation is used. NoChange Option
This option provide a hint to the receiving node that the policy information is identical to the Previous-OID object. While this option may save on input and output processing, it does not reduce the size of the transmitted state; the complete information must be transmitted in full anyhow since with RSVP's soft-state there is no guarantee that the information associated with the Previous-OID is available at the receiving node. FilterSpec Option
This option allows separating FILTER SPECs from their corresponding policy data. When present, the policy information should not be associated with the session, but instead, with a list of FILTER SPECs which was previously sent in a separate POL-ICY DATA fragment. This option conserves resources across a non-policy cloud: it allows multiple POLICY DATA objects from multiple rsvp hops to share the same FILTER SPEC list. The FILTER SPEC list itself is sent by a special type of POL-ICY DATA fragment. This fragment carries the Fragmentation option, however, its OID is always 0; this way, a POLICY DATA object created at one node can be matched with a FILTER SPEC list created by another. Instead of using the OID
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Expires May 22, 1997eld, this match is based on the counter eld, which provides information about the number of FILTER SPECs in the list. When two FILTER SPEC lists have the same number of elements, the included CRC becomes the only method for matching policy data and lter lists. The CRC algorithm is a matter for agreement between adjacent policy nodes, (like key management); however, a default hash/CRC (type 0) algorithm can be de ned. When this option has a length of 8, no CRC is provided, and the list identi cation is limited to the counter value.
Options Constraints
The RSVP HOP and INTEGRITY options are mutually exclusive since the IN-TEGRITY object already contains the sending-system address. If neither is present, the policy data is implicitly assumed to have been constructed by the RSVP HOP indicated in the RSVP message itself (i.e., the neighboring RSVP node is policycapable). If present, the Fragmentation option should appear rst. If present, the NoChange option should appear rst (after the Fragmentation option). If present FILTER SPEC objects must appear as one consecutive list (i.e., no more than one list in each POLICY DATA object and its fragments).
RSVP/Policy Control Interface
Policy control in RSVP is performed through a set of functions that regulate the use of POL-ICY DATA objects and advise RSVP about the policy status of reservations. In this section, we describe these services as a set of functions, which conceptually belong in Section 3.10.3 titled "RSVP/Policy Control Interface" of the RSVP functional speci cation RSVPSP].
Policy Control Services
Before we discuss the functions themselves, let us describe some of their common parameters: The session and lter spec list describe the set of ows to which an outgoing policy applies. Parameters lih, rsvp hop and message type provide network/topology information, and resv handle and resv owspec provide information about the current/desired level of reservation and tra c characteristics. This call purges all the policy state that is associated with the lter spec list. It provide the PC module with the opportunity to shut-down on-going operations (e.g., accounting) in an orderly manner before the state is purged.
PC Success Codes
The return code (RCode) provides policy feedback to RSVP, it is made of three separate return variables: This is only an initial list, we expect that part to change as policy control matures.
Policy Error Signaling
Policy errors are reported inside POLICY DATA objects and is transparent to RSVP. The PC module is responsible for generating the right contents in outgoing policy error objects and interpreting the incoming ones.
Generic error signaling involves the following steps:
While in PC AuthCheck() or PC InPolicy(), the PC module detects an error, and reports it to RSVP using a return code. RSVP performs its standard error handling, by initiating either a PathErr or ResvErr message. Before sending the error message, RSVP queries the PC module for an outgoing object PC OutPolicy().
The PC modules provides an outgoing object with speci c error information. (Setting ag PC RC SendErr). RSVP sends the error message with the embedded (error) policy object.
RSVP Response
When ag PC RC Respond is set, RSVP must generate a message in the reverse direction to the current one. (i.e., Path vs. Resv and PathErr vs. ResvErr). The reverse message may be a standard one. It may also be a vacuous message if no RSVP state need be transmitted in the reverse direction at this time. A common case for such a response is when an acknowledgment for some speci c policy is required.
Default Handling of Policy Data Objects
It is generally assumed that policy enforcement (at least in its initial stages) is likely to concentrate on border nodes between autonomous systems. This would mean that policy objects transmitted at one edge of an autonomous cloud may need to traverse a nonpolicy-capable, RSVP cloud before reaching the other edge. The minimal requirement from a non-policy-capable RSVP node is to forward POLICY DATA objects embedded in the appropriate outgoing messages, as-is (without modi cations) according to the following rules:
POLICY DATA objects are to be forwarded as is, in RSVP messages with the same type as the ones with which they arrive.
POLICY DATA objects may be syntactically fragmented at any time to t inside the outgoing message. 567 Multicast merging (splitting) nodes:
In the upstream direction, POLICY DATA objects are concatenated into a merged list. If the list is too large it is up to RSVP to fragment the outgoing message.
8 4 Syntactic Fragmentation of large Policy Data objects RSVP's extensions for policy control provide support for a wide range of policies; at least in the initial phases, we could assume that they would be limited to very basic policies, carried by small size POLICY DATA objects. However, we it is important to ensure that our approach would be capable of handling policies that are more complex, and of large sizes.
In the current version of the RSVP spec RSVPSP], each RSVP message must occupy exactly one IP datagram. If it exceeds the MTU, such a datagram will be fragmented by IP and reassembled at the recipient node. Future versions of the RSVP protocol may provide more exible solutions; the most likely direction will be to perform \semantic fragmentation" (see Section 3.2 in RSVPSP]). Unfortunately neither the current or proposed fragmentation solutions would be adequate for policy objects; When using IP fragmentation, large POLICY DATA objects would increase the overall RSVP message size, the number of fragments, and as a result, the risk of loosing complete RSVP messages. Even if RSVP adopts a future proposal for semantic fragmentation, it is hard to see how POLICY DATA objects, being semantically opaque, could be fragmented e ectively by RSVP.
If the prevailing goal is to have as little as possible adverse e ect on RSVP, fragmentation and reassembly of POLICY DATA objects should be separated from RSVP. We introduce a third approach called \syntactic fragmentation". With this approach, RSVP would be aware of the syntax but not the semantics of policy fragmentation. (A detailed fragmentation discussion can be found in LPM].)
The basic building blocks of syntactic fragmentation are:
5
The available space in an outgoing message may be smaller than in the incoming message due to state merging, change of MTU or other reasons. The minimal POLICY DATA object size is 64 bits (without the data portion). Bigger objects are considered as complete objects that may be fragmented.
7
Syntactic fragmentation is achieved by breaking the object into two asymmetric objects: the full size POLICY DATA object and a token object. The full size object will undergo IP fragmentation (see LPM]). 8 Notice here that because this is a set of semantically independent POLICY DATA objects, RSVP can fragment the list e ectively.
Vacuous RSVP Messages
Vacuous RSVP messages are a method for using RSVP signaling to carry policy information without jeopardizing important RSVP state. Vacuous messages carry fragments and only the minimal RSVP information that is required to properly route and process these messages; however, any information contained in them is merely a duplicate of information sent by other non-vacuous RSVP messages. As a result, a lost vacuous message has no adverse e ect on RSVP's signaling. POLICY DATA fragments A POLICY DATA object is broken into a series of fragments P D 1 ; :::; P D n ; P DE , where all the fragments are conceptually linked by having the same OID value in their header. The OID serves a similar purpose to IPv6's Fragment Identi cation eld in the Fragment header; its value should be selected in a way that will prevent two instances of policy objects (of the same session and RSVP HOP) from having the same OID value. OID selection is a responsibility of the sending node, and can be achieved by various strategies. A possible approach could be to use the low 16 bit value in seconds of the Real-Time system clock. 9 . Objects P D 1 ; :::; P D n contain policy data fragments, and the Fragmentation option. P DE is a special token object with a minimal size (64 bit header only). The PDE's minimal size allows it to be embedded in the standard outgoing RSVP control message, while the other fragments must be sent by separate \vacuous" RSVP messages.
Sending Fragments
Prior to sending an RSVP message M of type RSVP XXXX, RSVP calls PC OutPolicy() to obtain the list of outgoing POLICY DATA objects. For e cient processing, fragment objects must appear rst on this list. If the list contains any fragment objects, RSVP halts its normal processing to send these fragments in vacuous RSVP XXXX messages. Once these fragments have been sent, RSVP continues its regular processing by placing the P DE objects in M , and sending the standard RSVP XXXX message out. In some cases, multiple P DE objects (PDE 1 :::P DE k ) may be embedded in the outgoing message M . However, if their overall size exceeds the available space in the outgoing message, RSVP could apply its own fragmentation rules, but should never send them in vacuous messages (whose sole function is to carry fragments).
Receiving Fragments
On the receiving side, when an RSVP message arrives with a POLICY DATA object with a fragmentation option, it should be handed over to the PC module (using PC InPolicy()) regardless of the success of the RSVP message-syntax checks or policy control return codes. Token objects do not contain the fragmentation option, and therefore are indistinguishable (to RSVP) from unfragmented ones.
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Using the system clock provides protection against system crash/recovery problems. Such OID values would wraps around only after 2 1 6 seconds (over 8 hour) which is enough to guarantee that all old fragments have either been timed-out or lost.
API Considerations
Section 3.10.1 in RSVPSP] de nes the Application/RSVP interface. Because the API design is operating system speci c, this section should be only considered as a suggestion.
Supporting policy control requires the following considerations:
The SENDER and RESERVE calls accept policy data parameters. There are at least two di erent approaches for providing these parameters: the rst places the burden on applications (or their proxy servers) to build complete POLICY DATA objects and pass them as API parameters. The second require that applications merely provide general guidelines that are later converted to POLICY DATA by the API processing code. We recommend using hybrid approach where applications provide partial POL-ICY DATA objects through the API, and API processing adds additional, system related information (e.g., INTEGRITY object, FILTER SPEC list, etc.). This hybrid approach provides applications with the exibility to specify new policy parameterization without having to change the API, and at the same time relieves applications from the burden of specifying routine, system related details. State merging at the API level should be handled with care; It is essential that each API client (application) have its own separate state. An analogy to shared medium may be appropriate: to distinguish between reservations over a shared medium, RSVP maintains reservation state for each outgoing interface, as well as individual next hops. In the API case, local clients may be perceived as all belonging to a single virtual interface (local-host) however, each of them is subscribed with a separate upcall procedure address (\next-hop").
